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Abstract

Choreographic programming is a paradigm where programmers write global descrip-
tions of distributed protocols, called choreographies, and correct implementations are au-
tomatically generated by a mechanism called projection. Not all choreographies are pro-
jectable, because decisions made by one process must be communicated to other processes
whose behaviour depends on them – a property known as knowledge of choice.

The standard formulation of knowledge of choice disallows protocols such as third-party
authentication with retries, where two processes iteratively interact, and other processes
wait to be notified at the end of this loop. In this work we show how knowledge of choice
can be weakened, extending the class of projectable choreographies with these and other
interesting behaviours. The whole development is formalised in Coq. Working with a proof
assistant was crucial to our development, because of the help it provided with detecting
counterintuitive edge cases that would otherwise have gone unnoticed.

1 Introduction

Choreographic programming [40] is a programming paradigm for concurrent and distributed
software, where developers write the desired communication behaviour that should be enacted
by processes from a global viewpoint in a program called choreography [41]. Choreographies
can be automatically projected to a distributed implementation consisting of a program for each
process. A hallmark result in choreographic programming is deadlock-freedom by design [12]:
distributed implementations projected from choreographies are guaranteed to be deadlock-free,
since the syntax of choreographies cannot express mismatched communication actions.

An important open problem in choreographic programming is that current notions of pro-
jection are too restrictive when it comes to recursion: if some processes need to repeat some
actions, then all other processes not involved in these actions have to know that the repetition
will take place [41, Chapter 12]. This prevents applying choreographic programming to proto-
cols where a process waits for the result of a “loop” that involves other processes, but does not
itself participate in the loop. The aim of this paper is to address this problem.

Example 1. Consider a protocol for authentication with retry: a sensitive server is guarded
from clients until the client has received a token (from an external identity provider) allowing
the interaction to proceed. A simple way to express this protocol is by defining the following
recursive choreographic procedure X, expressed in the choreographic language from [22].
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X = Client.req −→ IP.x;
If IP.check(x) Then IP.token −→ Client.x; Client.x −→ Server.x; Call Y

Else Call X

Procedure X starts with process Client communicating a request (req) to process IP, which
stores the request in its local variable x (first line). Then, IP checks if the received request
should be allowed to reach the Server. If so, IP communicates a token to Client, which Client

can forward to Server and then enter procedure Y (which implements subsequent interactions
between Client and Server, left unspecified here). Otherwise, this request is dropped and the
procedure is recursively invoked to process another request by the Client.

This definition of X is not projectable in the current theory because of a problem known as
knowledge of choice [15, 41]. Here specifically, the behaviour of Client and Server depends on
the result of a test that only IP is aware of. To fix this, the standard solution is to propagate
the necessary knowledge about a choice by means of selections: communications that carry
constant, pre-defined values (also called labels) from which the receivers can infer what to do.
In our example, we use the labels left and right, obtaining the following definition.

X = Client.req −→ IP.x;
If IP.check(x) Then IP −→ Client[left]; IP −→ Server[left];

IP.token −→ Client.x; Client.x −→ Server.x; Call Y

Else IP −→ Client[right]; IP −→ Server[right]; Call X

From this choreography, we can generate implementations of X for all participants by using
the projection procedure and process language formalised in [21].

X_IP = Client?x; If check(x) Then Client+left; Server+left; Call Y_IP

Else Client+right; Server+right; Call X_IP

X_Client = IP!req; IP & { left: IP?x; Server!x; Call Y_Client

| right: Call X_Client }

X_Server = IP & { left: Client?x; Call Y, Server
| right: Call X_Server }

The procedure for IP, X_IP, receives (?) the request from the client and checks it. If the request
is allowed (then-branch) then IP selects (+) the label left at both the client and the server.
In the code for the client, X_Client, we start by sending (! ) the request to IP. Then, we wait
to receive a selection from the same process and switch (&) on the received label: if we receive
left, then we know that the request is allowed and proceed accordingly; otherwise (right), we
recursively invoke the procedure to try again. ◁

While there is in principle nothing wrong with the code shown at the end of Example 1,
Server is forced to be aware of and communicate about every attempt performed by Client.
That is, each time Client tries to obtain a token, Server receives a selection from IP informing it
about the result of the authentication. This is impractical: it should be possible for the server
to wait idly until Client has received a token, without being interrupted for every attempt.
Furthermore, it can raise security issues, as it leaks unnecessary information to Server.

The general pattern from Example 1 is used in many applications, including message val-
idation, cacheing, authentication and circuit breaker (server overload protection) [30, 43, 46].
Unfortunately, current theories of choreographic programming do not support it [12, 19, 26,
29, 41, 48]. In this work, we propose a new theory of projection for choreographies where it is
enough for IP to notify Client of the success of the authentication, yielding the choreography
below.
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X = Client.req −→ IP.x; If IP.check(x) Then IP −→ Client[left]; IP.token −→ Client.x;
Client.x −→ Server.x; Call Y

Else IP −→ Client[right]; Call X [Server]

Crucially, the recursive call to X is annotated to indicate that Server does not need to be
aware of it. (Whereas it is natural that the client does, since it needs to participate in en-
acting it.) Using this device, our new notion of projection produces the simpler definition
X_Server = Client?x; Call Y_Server, which matches our intended behaviour.

Improving projection to deal with this pattern without renouncing formal correctness turned
out to be technically challenging. Intuitively, the key reason resides in the fact that projection
needs to determine which parts of a choreography should be translated to code for a given
process and which should be skipped. Previously, this amounted to a simple check of whether
the given process was involved in each individual choreography action. However, when we add
the ability to declare that a process is not involved in a procedure call (through our new syntax)
this check sometimes requires a more complex analysis of the structure of the remainder of the
choreography.

As we show, one can write choreographies where declaring a process not to be involved in
a procedure call (through our new syntax) does not make sense given the invoked procedure.
Deciding when a choreography is well-formed in this sense requires considering several tricky
corner cases.

To develop our notion of projection and prove it correct (the projected code is semantically
correspondent to the source choreography), we turned to interactive theorem proving. Specif-
ically, we based our development on the formalisation of choreographic programming given in
Coq [5] presented in [21, 22]. Using an interactive theorem prover in our development was es-
sential to the discovery of corner cases that we would have otherwise missed—and, ultimately,
to gaining confidence that we had dealt with all such cases!

Our main contribution consists of the definition and proof of correctness of the new pro-
jection procedure, which is given for an existing and well-studied choreographic programming
language [22] (modulo our enriched syntax for procedure calls). Our entire development is for-
malised in the Coq theorem prover. We also show that all previously proven results still hold
for our extension of the language.

2 Related work

Choreographic programming has been applied to several settings, including service-oriented
computing [12, 26, 40], cyberphysical systems [37, 38], security protocols [7, 36], distributed
agreement [35], and general concurrent and distributed programming [18, 28, 29, 50]. A com-
prehensive introduction to theory of choreographic languages is given in [41]. Many of the
principles behind projection were studied in the context of web services [10, 49] and can be
traced back to research on message sequence charts and similar structures for describing inter-
action protocols [1, 2, 34]. Available implementations of choreographic programming languages
include Chor [12, 40], Choral [28], AIOCJ [26], HasChor [50], and hacc [18]. None of these
existing theories and implementations can compile choreographies with the pattern that we
introduce.

Our work joins the line of work on formalised theories of choreographic programming. The
Coq formalisation we used as starting point for our development [23] (the extended version
of [21, 22]) formalises a substantial part of the theory in [41], and was inspired by earlier
research on a core model of choreographic programming (Core Choreographies [19]). The Coq
development from [23] has been used as a certified component of a tool [18] that compiles
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choreographies to the service-oriented language Jolie [42]. We expect that our development
could be used to produce a new improved version of this component. Other formalisations of
choreographic programming include Kalas [48], which generates executable code in CakeML [45],
and Pirouette [29], which features higher-order composition.

Languages for expressing choreographies are used also for the purposes of documenting,
specifying, testing, and verifying the communication behaviour of concurrent systems, in textual
and visual forms [3, 4, 6, 8, 16, 17, 24, 25, 31, 33, 34, 41, 47, 51]. For example, multiparty session
types are abstract choreographies that do not specify how message payloads are computed (as
in choreographic programming), but only their types [31]. The relation between choreographic
programming and multiparty session types is well-studied: the latter can be used as types for
programs in the former [12, 27, 44], and their integration has been explained also in terms of
linear logic [9, 11, 13, 14].

Research into multiparty sessions types has also observed shortcomings like Example 1 in
their context [32, 39], showing that this is not a defect of our particular theory, but rather a
more general problem with these kinds of frameworks. While the extensions proposed by these
authors are based upon similar intuitions to ours, the technical development is different due to
the differences in the underlying frameworks.

3 Background

We dedicate this section to recap the parts of [23] directly relevant to our work. Throughout,
we use (slightly simplified) Coq notation to explain the concepts and formalisation details.
Moreover, we ignore some aspects of the formalisation that are immaterial to our work, namely:
that the language is paramaterised on a signature; and that interactions have annotations.

3.1 Syntax of choreographies

The syntax of our choreography language is given by the following grammar.

C ::= η; C | If p.b Then C1 Else C2 | Call X | RT_Call X ps C | End
η ::= p.e −→ q.x | p −→ q[l]

A choreography C can be: an interaction η followed by a continuation (η; C); a conditional
If p.b Then C1 Else C2, where the process p evaluates the Boolean expression b to choose between
the branches C1 and C2; a procedure call Call X, where X is the name of the procedure being
invoked; a runtime term RT_Call X ps C, where ps is a list of processes that remain to invoke
X;1 or the terminated choreography End. An interaction η can be: a communication p.e −→ q.x,
where process p sends the result of local evaluating expression e to process q, which stores it
in its local variable x; or a selection p −→ q[l], where p sends label l (either left or right) to
process q. Choreographies are formalised in Coq as an inductive type called Choreography.

Executing a choreography requires knowing procedure definitions. A set of procedure defini-
tions is defined as a mapping from procedure names to pairs of process names (the procedure’s
annotation) and choreographies.

Definition DefSet := RecVar → (list Pid)∗Choreography.

A choreographic program is then a pair consisting of a set of procedure definitions and a (main)
choreography. The procedures are static while the main choreography is dynamic, that is,
executing the program changes the main choreography but not the procedure definitions.

1Runtime terms are used in the semantics of choreographies, described below.
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v := eval e s p s' [==] s[[q,x ⇒ v]]

(D,p.e −→ q.x; C,s) −−[TL_Com p v q]−→ (D,C,s')
CC_Com

beval b s p = true s [==] s'
(D,If p.b Then C1 Else C2,s) −−[TL_Tau p]−→ (D,C1,s')

CC_Then

[#](fst (D X)) = 1 In p (fst (D X)) s [==] s'
(D, Call X, s) −−[TL_Tau p]−→ (D, snd (D X), s')

CC_Call_Local

[#](fst (D X)) > 1 In p (fst (D X)) s [==] s'
(D, Call X, s) −−[TL_Tau p]−→ (D, RT_Call X (fst (D X) [\] p) (snd (D X)), s')

CC_Call_Start

[#]ps > 1 In p ps s [==] s'
(D, RT_Call X ps C, s) −−[TL_Tau p]−→ (D, RT_Call X (ps [\] p) C, s')

CC_Call_Enter

[#]ps = 1 In p ps s [==] s'
(D, RT_Call X ps C, s) −−[TL_Tau p]−→ (D, C, s')

CC_Call_Finish

Figure 1: Semantics of choreographies (selected rules).

Definition Program := DefSet ∗ Choreography.

We write Main P for the dynamic part (choreography) of P. Programs are subject to a number
of well-formedness conditions, e.g., no process communicates with itself. We discuss these in
Section 4.1, in the context of our extended theory.

3.2 Semantics of choreographies

The semantics of choreographies makes some assumptions inspired from process calculi: each
process runs independently of each other and has access to a local store; communications are
synchronous; and the network is reliable. Formally, this semantics is given as a labelled tran-
sition system on configurations, consisting of a program and a (global) state. States associate
to each process a map from variable names to values, corresponding to the local store of that
process. States can be updated: s[[p,x ⇒ v]] is the state obtained from updating s with the
mapping p,x 7→ v. We write s [==] s' to denote that s and s' are extensionally equal.

The transition relation of the labelled transition system is defined implicitly by a number
of transition rules for choreographic configurations; a selection of these are shown in Figure 1.2

Transitions have the form (D,C,s) −−[t]−→ (D,C',s'), where t is a transition label describing the
leakage – what can be observed from the transition happening. The reflexive and transitive
closure of the transition relation is written −−[tl]−→∗ , where tl is a list of transition labels.

Rule CC_Com deals with executing a communication from a process p to a process q: if the
expression e at p evaluates to a value v (using the auxiliary function eval), then the communi-
cation term is consumed and the state of the receiver is updated such that its receiving variable
x is now mapped to value v. The leakage is TL_Com p v q, denoting that p has communicated the
value v to q. Rule CC_Sel (not shown) for selections is similar, but does not change the state.

Rule CC_Then allows a process p to evaluate the guard b of a conditional to true (using the

2The formalisation defines this relation in two layers for technical reasons immaterial to our development.
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auxiliary function beval), proceeding to the then-branch of the conditional. The leakage is
TL_Tau p, denoting that p has executed an internal action. The dual rule CC_Else is not shown.

The remaining rules shown deal with procedure calls. A procedure call reduces when a pro-
cess enters it (rule CC_Call_Start), and is replaced by a runtime term including the procedure’s
name, the list of processes that still need to enter it, and the procedure’s definition. Other
processes can now enter the procedure (rule CC_Call_Enter), and are simply removed from the
runtime term’s list. When the last process enters the procedure, rule CC_Call_Finish consumes
the runtime term, leaving only the choreographic fragment C that still needs to be executed.
In case of a procedure annotated with a single process, rule CC_Call_Local is used rather than
CC_Call_Start: it reduces the procedure call directly into the procedure’s definition. All cases
where a process p enters a procedure (either reducing a call or runtime term) leaks TL_Tau p.

There are transition rules allowing for out-of-order execution, but these are not important
for our work. (In particular, they allow for the choreography C in runtime terms RT_Call X ps C

to reduce, which justifies its inclusion.)
An important consequence of these definitions is that choreographic programs enjoy deadlock-

freedom by design: any non-terminated program (i.e., any program whose main choreography
is not End) can always perform some action.

3.3 The process calculus

Implementations of choreographies are modelled in a formalised process calculus following [21,
41]. This calculus follows the standard way of representing systems of communicating processes,
by giving the code of each process separately and achieving communication when processes
perform compatible I/O actions.

The code of a process is written as a behaviour (B), following the grammar below.

B ::= p!e; B | p?x; B | p+l; B | p & mB1 // mB2 | If b Then B1 Else B2 | Call X | End
mB ::= None | Some B

These terms are the local counterparts to the choreographic terms. The first two productions
deal with communication. A process executing a send action p!e; B evaluates expression e and
sends the result to process p, afterwards continuing as B. Dually, a process executing a receive
action p?x; B receives a value from p and stores it in x before continuing as B.

Selections are implemented by p+l; B and p & mB1 // mB2. The former behaviour describes
sending label l to process p and continuing as B. The latter is a branching term, where mB1

and mB2 are the behaviours that the process executes upon receiving left or right from p,
respectively. Since a process does not need to offer behaviours for all labels, both mB1 and mB2

have type option Behaviour. Conditionals (If b Then B1 Else B2), procedure calls (Call X), and
the terminated behaviour (End) are as in choreographies.

Processes run together in networks, which are maps from processes to behaviours. A pro-
gram pairs a network with a set of procedure definitions that all processes in the network can
invoke. The semantics of networks is also given as a labelled transition system on configura-
tions that consist of a program and a memory state. We omit its formal definition, as this
presentation does not depend on it, and refer the interested reader to [21].

3.4 Endpoint Projection (EPP)

Choreographies are compiled to behaviours by a procedure called endpoint projection. This
procedure is a partial function, and since all functions in Coq are total it was formalised as
an inductive relation bproj : DefSet → Choreography → Pid → Behaviour → Prop. We use the
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[[D,C | p]] == B

[[D,p.e −→ q.x; C | p]]== q!e; B
bproj_Send

p̸= q [[D,C | q]] == B

[[D,p.e −→ q.x; C | q]]== p?x; B
bproj_Recv

p̸= r q ̸= r [[D,C | r]] == B

[[D,p.e −→ q.x; C | r]]== B
bproj_Com

p ∈ fst(D X)

[[D, Call X | p ]] == Call (X, p)
bproj_Call_in

p /∈ fst(D X)

[[D, Call X | p ]] == End
bproj_Call_out

p̸= r [[D,C1 | p]] == B1 [[D,C2 | p]] == B2 B1 [ V] B2 == B

[[D,If r.b Then C1 Else C2 | p]] == B
bproj_Cond'

Figure 2: Selected rules for behaviour projection.

p & Some bL // None [V] p & None // Some bR == p & Some bL // Some bR
merge_SNNS

bL1 [V] bL2 == bL bR1 [V] bR2 == bR

p & Some bL1 // Some bR1 [V] p & Some bL2 // Some bR2 == p & Some bL // Some bR
merge_SSSS

Figure 3: Definition of the merge relation (selected rules).

suggestive notation write [[D,C | p]] == B for bproj D C p B, read “the projection of C on p in the
context of the set of procedure definitions D is B”.

Intuitively, behaviour projection is computed by going through the choreography and trying
to construct the local action corresponding to each choreographic construct. For example, a
communication p.e −→ q.x; C is projected for p as a send action to q followed by the projection
of the continuation C; for q as a receive action from p, again followed by the projection of C;
and for other processes simply as the projection of C.

A representative selection of rules is given in Figure 2. The rules for projecting communica-
tions formalise the intuition given above; the rules for projecting selections and the terminated
choreography follow the same principle. A call to a procedure X is projected by checking whether
the process is involved in the call (the first argument in D X).

Projection of conditionals is special because of the requirement of knowledge of choice men-
tioned in the Introduction. Projecting a conditional for the process evaluating the guard is still
simple – the projection is a local conditional whose two branches computed recursively. For
other processes (rule bproj_Cond', the two branches are projected separately and then combined
using another partial function called merging (the premise B1 [ V] B2 == B).

Intuitively, merging attempts to build a behaviour B from two behaviours B1 and B2 that
have similar structures, but may differ in the labels that they accept in branching terms. The
key rule is merge_SNNS (Figure 3), merging two branching terms where one offers a behaviour
on left and the other offers a behaviour on right. If both terms offer behaviours on the same
label, these are recursively combined as in rule merge_SSSS. In all cases, the process choosing the
label must be the same. If B1 and B2 are built from the same constructor other than branching,
merge requires its first action to coincide (e.g. send the same expression to the same process),
tries to merge their continuations, and prepends the common first action to the result.
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Merging is a partial function (for example, End and p+l; End cannot be merged), giving rise
to the following notion of projectability.

Definition projectable_B D C p := ∃ B, [[D,C | p]] == B.

A choreographic program P is projectable, projectable_P P, if Main P is projectable for all pro-
cesses in P and all procedures are projectable for the processes that they use. Finally, endpoint
projection (EPP) is defined as a function that maps a projectable choreographic program to
the process program obtained by combining all these projections.

The relationship between choreographic programs and their projections is described by the
EPP theorem. Informally, this theorem states that choreographic programs and their projections
can simulate each other.

Two aspects make its formulation and proof particularly challenging: (1) the interplay be-
tween conditionals and selections during choreographic execution creates lingering options at
branching terms when projecting; (2) care must be taken to formalise the correct usage of
runtime terms. The former can be solved by introducing the concept called branching order,
which is the least upper bound of merge. The latter is partly handled by the concepts of initial
choreographies and well-formed programs, which are syntactic requirements. A further refine-
ment is the notion strong projectability, which captures the requirement that the choreography
C in RT_Call X ps C must have originated from the definition of X by executing some transitions.
The interested reader should consult [23] for details.

One of the important consequences of the EPP theorem is that projections of choreographic
programs cannot deadlock (since choreographies are deadlock-free). In general, the EPP the-
orem is of particular interest, since EPP has little relevance without it; thus, while extending
the theory we take special care to ensure that it still holds.

4 A new choreographic theory

As we anticipated in Example 1, we extend our choreography language with the possiblity
of marking some processes as muted in recursive procedure calls – they should not enter the
procedure again, but rather ignore that instruction. We achieve this by changing the constructor
for procedure calls in choreographies, so that the syntax of choreographies becomes

C ::= η; C | If p.b Then C1 Else C2 | Call X ps | RT_Call X ps C | End

and updating the semantic inference rules CC_Call_Local and CC_Call_Start as follows

[#](fst (D X) [\\] ps) = 1 In p (fst (D X) [\\] ps) s [==] s'
(D, Call X ps, s) −−[TL_Tau p]−→ (D, snd (D X), s')

CC_Call_Local

[#](fst (D X) [\\] ps) > 1 In p (fst (D X) [\\] ps) s [==] s'

(D, Call X ps, s) −−[TL_Tau p]−→
(D, RT_Call X (fst (D X) [\] p [\\] ps) (snd (D X)), s')

CC_Call_Start

These rules capture the intended semantics of our new procedure calls: the first process
entering a procedure is in its annotation and not muted; and the generated runtime term
excludes muted processes. This exclusion uses the operator for set difference, denoted [\\] .
These rules model the intuition that muted processes have already entered the procedure, and
their premises ensure that only one rule can be applied (as before).

This language also enjoys deadlock freedom – the proof is relatively easy to adapt, as it only
requires minor changes in the case for procedure calls, where the syntax and semantics were
modified.
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4.1 Well-formedness of choreographies

The original syntax of choreographies allows for expressions that do not respect the intended
usage of the language, such as p.e −→ p.x (self-communications). In order to exclude such
terms, our choreographic language included a notion of well-formedness [22, 23].

The possibility of muting processes in procedure calls requires us to add a number of con-
straints to this concept, to ensure that our semantics for muted processes makes sense. Fur-
thermore, well-formedness should be preserved by execution, in the sense that3

Lemma CCP_ToStar_Program_WF : Program_WF P → (P,s) −−[l]−→∗ (P',s') → Program_WF P'

from the original formalisation [23] should still hold for the new language.

Initial choreographies. We start by discussing restrictions that are specific to main chore-
ographies that programmers should write – initial choreographies.

The first restriction, inherited from the original formalisation, is that initial choreographies
cannot use runtime terms: these are generated by the semantics.4 Additionally, we now re-
quire initial choreographies not to have muted processes initially (every procedure call must
have an empty list): muted processes should only appear when expanding recursive procedure
definitions.

Definition initial (C:Choreography) : Prop := no_runtime_terms C ∧ passive_pn C = nil.

Both no_runtime_terms and passive_pn are defined recursively in the natural way.

Well-formed programs. The full list of requirements is summarised in Table 1. Require-
ments annotated with † and ‡ arise from technical aspects related to projection or EPP, and
are discussed in the corresponding sections. We discuss the remaining ones below.

As can be seen in the table, the requirements for well-formed main choreographies and well-
formed procedure definitions are distinct; for example, procedure definitions cannot include
runtime terms, which naturally arise in choreography bodies throughout execution.

Some requirements are inherited from the original theory: no_self_comm, no_runtime_terms,
no_empty_ann, consistent, and well_ann. The first two are explained above; the remaining
ones ensure that runtime terms were correctly generated from some procedure definition (the
processes waiting to enter a procedure form a non-empty subset of the procedure’s annotation).

The four new requirements no_total_silence, no_silent_intruders, correctly_muted, and
no_muted_external_call reflect our intention that muted processes are those that do not need
to be notified of a procedure recursively calling itself.

The first, no_total_silence, forbids wrongly muting all processes, while no_silent_intruders
disallows meaningless muting of processes not involved in the procedure, and simplifies the proof
of several results. These two predicates are defined recursively in the natural way.

The third, correctly_muted, describes when a process is allowed to “wait” in a call: if a
process is muted in a call, then it should not be active before it is being muted. This captures
the intuition that the process is waiting for some other processes before starting to execute
the procedure. This predicate takes two additional arguments: the process we are checking,
and a bool (initially false) indicating whether the process has been used up to this point. In
recursive calls, this second argument is changed to true if the process occurs at the top of the
choreography body.

3To alleviate the notation, we omit all universally quantified variables at the top of formulas.
4In the original theory, this was the only requirement for initial choreographies, which was then imposed to

both the main choreography and all procedure definitions.
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Name C P Description

Interactions

no_self_comm � � Processes in interactions are different.

Runtime terms

no_runtime_terms � There are no runtime terms.
no_empty_ann � All runtime terms only contains non-empty lists.
consistent � Lists in runtime terms only contains processes in the as-

sociated procedure’s annotation.
Procedures

well_ann � Processes in a procedure are in its annotation, which is
non-empty.

Muted processes

no_total_silence � � Every call has at least one non-muted process.
no_silent_intruders � � Muted processes are in the annotation of the procedure.

correctly_muted � Muted processes are not active before they are muted.

no_muted_external_call � Calls with muted processes are to the procedure they
occur in.

† passive_active � Passive processes are also active elsewhere.

† branch_passiveness � If a process is passive in a branch of a conditional, it is
passive in all its branches.

† passive_bridge � If a process is muted in a call to some procedure, then it
is muted in that procedure’s body.

‡ no_passive_activity � If a process is passive, then it interacts with a non-passive
process in the branch where it is non-passive.

Table 1: Well-formedness requirements that apply to the main choreography (C) or to procedure
definitions (P). See Sections 5 and 6 for requirements annotated † and ‡, respectively.

Example 2. Consider the definition of X given at the start of Example 1. Process Client would
not be correctly muted, since it participates in an interaction with IP before the call. However,
Server is correctly muted. This motivates our choice to mute Server, but not Client. ◁

Early in the development, we believed that correctly_muted should also be imposed on
the main choreography. However, while trying to show that this property was preserved by
execution, Coq guided us to corner cases that turned out to yield a counterexample. This is
an example of the usefulness of Coq as a research tool, which helped us abandon an incorrect
development path early on.

The last requirement, no_muted_external_call, also defined recursively, again expresses the
intuition that processes should only be muted when a procedure recursively calls itself. This
design option simplifies our development. In future work, we plan to investigate how to relax
this requirement, for example to allow for mutually recursive procedures with muted processes.

The requirements for well-formed procedures are all gathered into a predicate Procedures_WF :
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DefSet → Prop, which states that all defined procedures satisfy them. This definition gives us
a compact way to reason about all procedures in a program.

5 Projection strikes back

Muted processes in a well-formed program can only appear in recursive calls of procedures
where they do not perform any actions in the branch of the procedure’s execution leading to
the recursive call. This suggests that the projection rules for the revised call terms should be:

p /∈ fst(D X)

[[D, Call X ps | p]] == End
bproj_Call_out

p ∈ fst(D X) p /∈ ps

[[D, Call X ps | p]] == Call X
bproj_Call_in

p ∈ fst(D X) p ∈ ps [[D, snd (D X) | p]] == B

[[D, Call X ps | p]] == B
bproj_Call_in'

Unfortunately, this intuitive “definition” does not terminate: if we try to project the defi-
nition of X in Example 1 for Server, we end up in an infinite loop.

We illustrate this problem with a simplified version of our earlier example.

Example 3. Consider the choreographic procedure

X = If p.check() Then (p.e −→ q.y; End) Else Call X [q]

and suppose that we want to compute the projection of this procedure for q. This projection is
obtained by merging the projections of both branches in the conditional. The projection of the
then-branch is simply p?y, while the rule above states that the projection of the else-branch is
again the projection that we are trying to compute. ◁

Example 3 shows that the fundamental problem comes from the projection of the conditional
– both branches should be projected, and the resulting projections merged. But projecting the
else-branch requires projecting the original choreography, leading to the infinite loop.

In order to avoid this, we introduce a secondary projection pproj D C r B, which we use to
project procedure bodies in the premise of rule bproj_Call_in'. We denote this relation as
{{D, C | r }}== B, so that this rule now becomes:

p ∈ fst(D X) p ∈ ps {{D, snd (D X) | p}} == B

[[D, Call X ps | p]] == B
bproj_Call_in'

The key insight defining pproj is that, in Example 3, we should not even care to project
the else-branch. From q’s perspective, the interesting behaviour occurs in the then-branch –
recall our intuition that q is essentially waiting for p, which in our example means that it is
silently waiting for the choreography to enter the then-branch. The next section discusses how
to formalise this intuition.

5.1 Introducing passive processes

To develop a smarter way of projecting conditionals, we introduce the concepts of active and
passive processes, already anticipated in the previous section.

A process r is passive in a choreography C if r occurs muted in some procedure call occurring
in C. A process r is active in a choreography C if r occurs in C outside of a procedure call where it
is muted. These properties are defined recursively over C as two predicates passive and active.
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To compute the sets of passive and active processes in a choreography, we define two auxiliary
functions passive_pn and active_pn, both of type Choreography → set Pid. These functions are
used to formalise well-formedness: they simplify some decidability proofs, since membership in
a list is decidable.5 Both formulations can be used interchangeably, as stated by e.g.

Lemma passive_iff : passive D p C ↔ In p (passive_pn D C).

Using these notions, we can define a smarter notion of projection for conditionals. The design
philosophy is: if a process is active in a branch of a conditional, then something interesting
happens in that branch, and we need to project it; otherwise we should ignore it. This yields
four cases for projecting a conditional for a process p not evaluating the guard: (i) p is active
in both branches: then something interesting happens in both branches, and we project both
branches and merge them as before; (ii) p is inactive in both branches: then it is not involved
in any of the branches, and we project it as bnil; (iii) p is active in the then-branch and
inactive6 and passive in the else-branch: this is the situation illustrated in Examples 1 and 3,
and as discussed we should only project the then-branch – see rule pproj_cond_ap below; (iv) the
symmetric case where p is active in the else-branch and inactive and passive in the then-branch.

p̸= r {{D,C1 | p}}== B active D r C1 ∼ active D r C2 passive r C2

{{D,If p.b Then C1 Else C2 | p}}== B
pproj_Cond_ap

Example 4. It is easy to see that the definition of X in Example 3 can be projected for q as
p?y using pproj. As a consequence, the projection using bproj can now be obtained by merging
p?y with itself, yielding p?y. ◁

The definition of pproj still calls itself on rule pproj_Call_in' (analogous to bproj_Call_in'),
but intuitively this rule should never be applied: it does not make sense to mute a process in
all recursive calls in a procedure definition – such processes should simply not be part of the
procedure’s annotation, as it is simply waiting without ever doing anything. This intuition is
captured by well-formedness, as we discuss below.

The attentive reader may have noticed that our rules for projecting conditionals are not
exhaustive – what if a process r is active in the then-branch of a conditional, but inactive and
non-passive in the else-branch? In this case, the then-branch projects to something other than
bnil (since r is active), but the else-branch projects to bnil (since r does not occur in it). But
then r is missing knowledge of choice, whence the choreography should be unprojectable. The
same argument applies to the dual case.

5.2 Passiveness and well-formedness

We can now discuss the next set of well-formedness requirements from Table 1.
The first, passive_active, is motivated by the situation suggested above, where a process

is never active inside a procedure – the simplest example would be the procedure definition
X = Call X [q]. Clearly, nothing interesting happens for q7, and attempting to compute pproj

will result in an infinite loop. This is avoided by requiring all passive processes in a procedure
definition to be also active in the same procedure definition.

Definition passive_active D X := (passive_pn (snd (D X))) [C] (active_pn D (snd (D X))).

5Note that sets are represented as lists in the formalisation.
6Well-formedness prevents a process from being active and passive simultaneously, but the definitions allow

for it, and including this hypothesis simplifies a number of proofs.
7Other processes will still reduce, as they re-enter X infinitely many times.
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This requirement has some useful consequences, when combined with correctly_muted:

Lemma procedure_WF_passive_has_if : Procedures_WF D →
passive r (snd (D X)) → has_if (snd (D X)).

Lemma procedure_WF_passive_clear_until_if : Procedures_WF D → passive r (snd (D X)) →
(∃ p t C1 C2, clear_until_if (snd (D X)) = If p ?? t Then C1 Else C2).

The first lemma says that well-formed procedure definitions with passive processes must include
a conditional as a subterm, while the second is used to “extract” this conditional from the
definition by ignoring anything coming before it. As usual, the proofs are by induction over C.

The idea is that correctly_muted forbids processes from being muted after being active.
Thus, if a process is both active and passive in a procedure, there needs to be a conditional
such that it can be active in one branch and inactive/passive in the other.

The next requirement, branch_passiveness, is meant to disallow choreographies requiring
knowledge of choice in relation to termination. Consider the procedure definition

X = If p.b Then p.done → q; End
Else (If p.b' Then Call X q Else End)

This choreography is problematic, because the else-branch (where q is not active) can terminate
or recur without q being notified. Therefore, we require that a process that is passive in a branch
of a conditional must be passive everywhere inside that branch.

Using branch_passiveness, we can prove:

Lemma procedure_WF_clear_until_if_Cond : ∀ D X p t C1 C2 r, Procedures_WF D →
passive r (snd (D X)) → clear_until_if (snd (D X)) = If p ?? t Then C1 Else C2 →
(( p̸= r ∧ active D r C1 ∧ ∼passive r C1 ∧ ∼active D r C2 ∧ passive_all r C2 ) ∨
(p̸= r ∧ active D r C2 ∧ ∼passive r C2 ∧ ∼active D r C1 ∧ passive_all r C1 )).

describing the specific passive/active structure of well-formed procedures at the top conditional.
The last requirement we discuss in this section stems from the intuition that the main

choreography should originate from an initial choreography by execution. While this notion
is extremely challenging to formalise precisely, we only need one simpler property to guarantee
preservation of well-formedness throughout execution.

Definition passive_bridge P := ∀ r X,
In (r, X) (passive_call_pn (Main P)) → passive r (Procs P X).

This property states that: if the main choreography contains a procedure call to X where r is
muted, then r must occur muted in X – since this is the only way it could have been introduced
in the main choreography. The definition uses passive_call_pn (Main P), which computes a set
containing all pairs (X,r) such that Main P contains call to X where r is muted.

Preservation of well-formedness through transitions now is established by adding the result

Lemma CCP_To_passive_bridge: Program_WF P → (P,s) −−[l]−→ (P',s') → passive_bridge _ P'.

since all remaining properties in Program_WF were either present in the original formalisation or
refer to Procs P (which does not change throughout execution).8

Intuitively, the lemma holds since muted calls can only be introduced by procedures, and
well-formed procedures can only make muted recursive calls as per no_muted_external_call.
The lemma is formally proven by induction over transitions.

8The function Procs P maps each procedure to its actual definition (excluding the list of involved processes).
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5.3 Projections, compared

The separation of projection into bproj and pproj was instrumental into making projection
computable. Using well-formedness, we can show that they work as intended, in the sense that
they coincide on choreographies where either one could be applied.

The easiest case is that of projecting a choreography for a process that is not passive, as
the cases where bproj and pproj differ are excluded.

Lemma bproj_pproj_not_passive : ∼passive r C → [[D, C | r]] == B ↔ {{D, C | r}} == B

For passive processes, establishing this correspondence requires more work. Therefore, we
prove the two implications separately.

Lemma bproj_pproj_passive : Procedures_WF _ D → passive r (snd (D X)) →
[[D, (snd (D X)) | r ]] == B → {{D, (snd (D X)) | r}} == B.

Lemma pproj_bproj_passive : Procedures_WF _ D → passive r (snd (D X)) →
{{D, (snd (D X)) | r }}== B → [[D, (snd (D X)) | r ]] == B.

Both proofs take advantage of the structure of well-formed procedures. Since r is passive,
lemma procedure_WF_passive_has_if ensures that the definition of X contains a conditional as
a subterm, which also satisfies all properties of well-formed procedure definitions. Moreover,
procedure_WF_clear_until_if_Cond ensures that r cannot be the process evaluating the guard
of the conditional, and that it has a rather specific passive/active structure.

Let us focus on the lemma bproj_pproj_passive. We use a lemma to deduce that the
projection of X and the first conditional is equivalent for bproj:

Lemma bproj_procedure_clear_until_if : Procedures_WF _ D →
passive r (snd (D X)) → clear_until_if _ (snd (D X)) = If p ?? b Then C1 Else C2 →
[[D, snd (D X) | r ]] == B ↔ [[D, If p ?? b Then C1 Else C2 | r]] == B

We consider first the case where r is active and not passive in the then-branch, while it is
inactive and passive in all branches in the else-branch (there is a symmetric case). Using
bproj_pproj_not_passive, we conclude that both projection procedures behave identically in
the then-branch. In the else-branch, we instead use

Lemma bproj_procedure_passive_all_not_active : passive_all r C →
∼active D r C → no_muted_external_call _ D X C → no_silent_intruders D C →
{{D, (snd (D X)) | r}} == B ↔ [[D, C |r]] == B

to conclude that the projecting the else-branch using bproj produces the same result as project-
ing snd (D X) using pproj. Now, we use a third lemma to deduce that the projection of snd (D X)

and the first conditional coincide:

Lemma pproj_procedure_clear_until_if : Procedures_WF _ D →
passive r (snd (D X)) → clear_until_if _ (snd (D X)) = If p ?? b Then C1 Else C2 →
{{D, (snd (D X)) | r }}== B ↔ {{D, (If p ?? b Then C1 Else C2) | r }}== B.

Since r is active and not passive in the then-branch, we conclude that pproj projects the
conditional as the then-branch. But projecting the then-branch using pproj gives the same
result as projecting either the then-branch or the else-branch using bproj. Applying uniqueness
of pproj together with uniqueness and idempotency of merge allows us to complete the proof.
All helper lemmas are proved by induction on the appropriate choreography.

The proof of pproj_bproj_passive follows a similar approach. The corresponding auxiliary
results bproj_procedure_clear_until_if and pproj_procedure_clear_until_if are straightfor-
ward to prove. Each proof is split into two helper lemmas – one for each direction – and they
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proceed by induction over C, using that fact that r is not present in any instruction before
reaching the conditional (since r is passive and correctly_muted hold).

The result bproj_procedure_passive_all_not_active is also not surprising, since bproj pro-
jects muted calls using pproj. Since r is not active in C, it is not present in any instruction
in C. However, r is passive in all branches of C, which must be due to muted calls to X (by
no_muted_external_call assumption). These ideas are used in the formalised proof, which is
performed by induction over C.

Therefore bproj and pproj coincide on procedure definitions in well-formed programs.

Lemma bproj_pproj : Procedures_WF _ D → {{D, (snd (D X)) | r }}== B ↔ [[D, (snd (D X)) | r ]]== B

5.4 Decidability

Projection is a partial function formalised as a relation. In order to be able to compute it, we
need to have some decidability results. The major change with respect to the old theory is that
these results now require the choreography to be well-formed, to exclude choreographies such
as X = Call X [q], where projection loops infinitely. This is not a big issue, as well-formedness
is decidable in practice (i.e. for programs that only use a finite number of procedures).

Lemma bproj_dec : Program_WF (D, C) → { B | [[D,C | p]] == B } + { ∼projectable_B D C p}

As in the original theory, the proof is by induction over C. To handle muted calls we use:

Lemma pproj_dec : Procedures_WF _ D →
{ B | {{D, (snd (D X)) | p }}== B } + { ∼∃ B, {{D, (snd (D X)) | p }}== B}.

The idea is: if p is inactive in X, then it is not passive (the contrapositive of requiring that
passive processes are active), so its projection is bnil. Otherwise, p is active in X, and we apply

Lemma pproj_dec' : active D p C → correctly_muted _ D C false p →
no_self_comm C → no_runtime_terms C → branch_passiveness _ p C →
{ B | {{D, C | p }}== B } + { ∼∃ B, {{D, C | p }}== B}.

whose assumptions follow either from well-formedness (if p is passive in X) or from other lemmas
(if p is not passive in X). This proof is again by induction on C; it requires more case analysis
due to the more complex way of projecting conditionals, but the previously problematic case
of muted calls does not arise anymore since p is active in C.

6 The return of the EPP theorem

The proof of the EPP theorem is mostly unaffected by our changes. To make it more manage-
able, the original formalisation split this in two parts (soundness and completeness), and the
proof of soundness is further split into auxiliary lemmas for each subcase. These proofs are
adapted to the new projection simply by adding the case that deals with muted processes in
procedure calls.9 This new case also motivates the last condition in well-formedness.

Example 5. Consider the following procedure definition.

X = If p.b Then (r.y −→ s.x; End) Else (Call X [r,s])

9These lemmas talk about the main choreography, so the new way to project conditionals in procedure
definitions does not affect their proofs. This is a nice consequence of having two distinct projections.
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Projecting X for r and s, respectively, yields s!y; End and r?x; End. This means that, in the
projected network, r and s can communicate directly without waiting for the recursive calls
in X to terminate. However, the choreography cannot model this behaviour, as these processes
have to wait for p.b to evaluate to false. ◁

This example illustrates a form of knowledge of choice: r and s need to be informed that they
can communicate by some process that is involved in the recursive part of X. To disallow it, we
require that: if p is passive in the definition of X, then p must interact with a non-passive process
in every branch of X where p is non-passive. In the example above, this means that both r and s

must communicate with p before they can interact with each other. This requirement is defined
as a predicate no_passive_activity, defined recursively over choreographies. This requirement
might sound restrictive, but it captures our original motivation for muted processes: these
processes are waiting for some external event before proceeding.

This requirement excludes the case where a choreography Call X ps reduces by an action
involving only muted processes (i.e. processes in ps), allowing us to prove lemmas like

Lemma procedure_WF_no_passive_com : Procedures_WF _ D →
passive p (snd (D X)) → passive q (snd (D X)) →
[[D, snd (D X) | q ]] == (@Recv Sig' p x a B1) →
[[D, snd (D X) | p ]] == (@Send Sig' q e a' B2) → False.

The proof of soundness then invokes passive_bridge to find a procedure definition satisfying
the premises of this (or a similar) lemma.

7 Discussion, conclusions and future work

The most debatable design option in our formalisation is the splitting of projection in two
functions. The main advantage is that this duplication allows us to reuse the pre-existing de-
velopment more easily – the new cases for projecting conditionals would significantly complicate
the proof of soundness, for example. Furthermore, since bproj and pproj coincide for procedure
definitions, many results need only be proved for one of them anyway.

Having only one projection function significantly increases the complexity of the develop-
ment, and yields a less intuitive notion for the main choreography. Furthermore, many lemmas
included corner cases that could never arise from executing initial choreographies – but a syntac-
tic characterisation of such choreographies turned out to be extremely nontrivial. The current
choice thus leads to a cleaner formalisation, and in hindsight acknowledges that procedure def-
initions and the main choreography are slightly different in their handling of muted processes.

Our new theory serves as a useful additional tool for choreographic programmers, allowing
us to write the choreography from Example 1 in the more intuitive way shown at the end of the
Introduction. This extended choreographic language still enjoys deadlock freedom; additionally,
it allows programmers to express livelocks, i.e. scenarios where some processes are not able to
make progress. For example, in Example 1 Server is not able to make progress unless IP sends
the token to Client; thus, it could be waiting forever. This kind of livelocks was not possible
before, since repeating communication structures required recursion with all processes involved
being notified at every iteration.

Our language is a pure extension of the previous one, as any old choreography can be
trivially written in the new language by adding empty lists of muted processes to all procedure
calls. Furthermore, inspection of the semantics shows that the changes have no impact on
these choreographies, while the new well-formedness requirements only affect muted processes.
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Likewise, projection (bproj) is unchanged except when dealing with muted calls. This implies
that previous results like Turing-completeness [22] still hold for the extended language.

Our whole development was done using Coq. This means that not only it was formalised
in Coq, but the theorem prover was actively used as a research tool. As suggested in the text,
well-formedness requirements were introduced in three stages – immediately after extending the
syntax, when defining projection, and when proving the EPP theorem. In several cases, these
arose from obscure corner cases in the proofs some of the more technical lemmas where Coq
was instrumental in detecting counter-examples that might otherwise have gone unnoticed.

In the future, we would like to adapt the notion of amendment [20] to our more robust
projection, so that a choreography like that in Example 1 can be automatically repaired taking
advantage of the fact that muted processes do not need to be informed of the outcomes of all
conditionals. Dually, such a procedure could also detect that some processes could be muted
in some procedure calls, further simplifying the final result.

We would also like to relax the definition of well-formedness to increase the expressiveness
of projectable choreographies further, allowing for a more complex structure of procedure calls
with muted processes in nested conditionals.

Lastly, it would also be interesting to apply our development to other choreographic theories,
e.g. multiparty sessions types.

Our development can be downloaded from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7746646.
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